Host Switch Leads to Emergence of Plasmodium vivax Malaria in Humans
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The geographical origin of Plasmodium vivax, the most widespread human malaria parasite, is controversial. Although
genetic closeness to Asian primate malarias has been confirmed by phylogenetic analyses, genetic similarities between
P. vivax and Plasmodium simium, a New World primate malaria, suggest that humans may have acquired P. vivax from
New World monkeys or vice versa. Additionally, the near fixation of the Duffy-negative blood type (FY 3 Bnull/FY 3
Bnull) in West and Central Africa, consistent with directional selection, and the association of Duffy negativity with complete resistance to vivax malaria suggest a prolonged period of host-parasite coevolution in Africa. Here we use Bayesian
and likelihood methods in conjunction with cophylogeny mapping to reconstruct the genetic and coevolutionary history of
P. vivax from the complete mitochondrial genome of 176 isolates as well as several closely related Plasmodium species.
Taken together, a haplotype network, parasite migration patterns, demographic history, and cophylogeny mapping support
an Asian origin via a host switch from macaque monkeys.

Introduction
The coevolutionary history of primate malarias and
their hosts has long been of interest because of the potential
for insight into the pathogenicity and life-history traits of
human malarias, as well as the zoonotic potential of nonhuman malarias (Garnham 1966; Coatney et al. 2003). Of
the four malaria species that infect humans, Plasmodium
vivax is the most geographically widespread and is found
throughout South and Central America, Asia, the Middle
East, and parts of Africa. Plasmodium vivax infects an estimated 70–80 million people annually, and despite being
generally nonfatal, the disease and economic burden it exerts on humans have been enormous (Carter and Mendis
2002). Compared with the more virulent Plasmodium falciparum, P. vivax tolerates a wide range of temperature environments (minimum: 16!C vs. 21!C for P. falciparum),
which may explain its broader distribution. Alternatively,
this distribution may reflect a longer historical association
with humans. In fact, a previous study has shown a greater
level of genetic diversity in P. vivax than in P. falciparum,
suggesting that the former is older (Feng et al. 2003). On the
other hand, low microsatellite and tandem repeat (TR) variability may indicate that P. vivax has only recently
(,10,000 years ago) infected humans (Leclerc et al.
2004), although a different study based on polymorphisms
in two nuclear and one plastid gene places the origin between 45,000 and 81,000 years ago (Escalante et al. 2005).
Relatively little is known about the evolutionary
history and genetic structure of P. vivax, partly due to the
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difficulty of obtaining adequate genetic material in the absence of a sustainable in vitro culture system. Thus, questions about the age and geographic origin of P. vivax
remain largely unresolved. Phylogenetic analyses have
consistently placed P. vivax among the Asian primate malarias (Garnham 1966; Escalante et al. 1998; Perkins and
Schall 2002; Escalante et al. 2005). However, near genetic
identity between P. vivax and Plasmodium simium, a New
World primate malaria, raises the possibility that humans
acquired P. vivax from New World monkeys or vice versa
(Ayala, Escalante, and Rich 1999; Coatney et al. 2003).
Indirect evidence based on the high prevalence (up to
99%) of the Duffy-negative blood type (FY 3 Bnull/FY
3 Bnull) in Western and Central Africa where P. vivax
is almost nonexistent, coupled with the association of Duffy negativity with complete resistance to vivax malaria,
suggest that P. vivax has been coevolving with Africans
longer than with other human populations (Miller et al.
1976; Carter and Mendis 2002). To date, only a few studies have tested the Duffy selection hypothesis, and though
evidence for a selective sweep has been found, the question of the geographical origin of P. vivax has not been
directly addressed (Hamblin and Di Rienzo 2000;
Hamblin, Thompson, and Rienzo 2002; Seixas, Ferrand,
and Rocha 2002). In this study we have combined population and phylogenetic analyses of the mitochondrial
(mt) genome to reconstruct a comprehensive genetic history of P. vivax and its association with humans.
Methods
Parasite DNA Samples and DNA Sequencing
Previously collected P. vivax-infected human blood
samples were obtained from South and Central America,
Africa, Southeast (SE) Asia, and Melanesia (Supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). Parasite DNA
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was extracted from filter paper using QIAGEN DNA
kits. Oligonucleotide primers were synthesized based on
P. vivax mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) deposited in Genbank (Sharma, Pasha, and Sharma 1998).
The 6-kb mt genome was amplified and sequenced for
176 isolates and five simian malaria species (Plasmodium
cynomolgi, Plasmodium simiovale, Plasmodium gonderi,
P. simium, and the undescribed species Plasmodium sp.
(mandrill)). DNA was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using a reaction mixture containing the following:
4 ll DNA (;5 ng), 0.5 ll (;50 pM) primer, and 45 ll PCR
mix containing 5 ll of 10 3 PCR buffer, 1.0 ll deoxynucleoside triphosphate (10 mM), and 0.1 ll (5 units/ll) of Taq polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, Calif.). We employed the
following cycling conditions: 94!C for 2 min, 35 cycles of
94!C for 20 s, 55!C for 10 s, 50!C for 10 s, and 65!C for
1.5 min, and a final extension step of 65!C for 5 min. For sequencing, PCR products were first treated with 1 ll of ExoSAP-IT (U.S. Biochemical, Cleveland, Ohio) at 37!C for 15
min and at 80!C for an additional 15 min. Sequencing reactions containing approximately 2–5 ll PCR product and
BigDye terminator chemistry were run on an ABI 3730xl automatic sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Calif.).
Sequence cycling conditions were as follows: 94!C for 2 min,
25 cycles of 94!C for 20 s, 50!C for 5 s, 48!C for 5 s, and
60!C for 3 min, and a final extension at 60!C for 5 min.
DNA sequences were trimmed and aligned using the Phred/
Phap package, available at http://www.phrap.org/, and
Sequencher 4.0 (Gene Codes Corp., Ann Arbor, Mich.).
Tests of Neutrality and Recombination
To assess the suitability of the parasite mt genome for
addressing evolutionary questions, we tested for selection,
recombination, and rate heterogeneity. To detect selection
acting on specific codons in the three protein-coding genes,
we used the likelihood methods implemented in codeml program in the PAML package (Yang 1997). Models that describe the variation in the nonsynonymous-synonymous
substitution rate (x) among sites (Nielsen and Yang
1998; Yang, Wong, and Nielsen 2005) were compared using
likelihood ratio tests (LRTs). Specifically, we compared null
models with those that allow positive selection (x . 1) (M1a
vs. M2a and M7 vs. M8, see Supplementary table 2 [Supplementary Material online] for model details). Three methods were used to test for recombination within geographical
populations. First, a GENECONV analysis was performed
on the global alignment to detect potential recombinant fragments (Sawyer 1989). In addition, we estimated recombination using the population gene conversion parameter (c) and
the composite likelihood method of Hudson (2001) as
implemented in LDhat (McVean, Awadalla, and Fearnhead
2002). A minor allele cutoff frequency of 0.05 was used for
this analysis. Finally, we measured the correlation between
r2 and physical distance using LDhat as well. An LRT of the
molecular clock assumption was employed to measure rate
heterogeneity among P. vivax lineages.
Haplotype Network Reconstruction
A haplotype network was reconstructed from a subset of 145 isolates using the program TCS 1.18 (Clement,

Posada, and Crandall 2000) to determine the maximum allowable number of connections within a 95% parsimony
limit (Templeton, Crandall, and Sing 1992). Thirty-one
Melanesian isolates were randomly removed to avoid
biasing outgroup probabilities due to unequal sample
sizes. Outgroup probabilities are estimates of the relative
haplotype age based on the haplotype frequency and the
number of connections to other haplotypes in the network
(Castelloe and Templeton 1994).
Migration Rate Estimates
Migration rates among geographical populations were
estimated using the maximum likelihood (ML) program
MIGRATE 1.7.6 (Beerli 2002). Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) search parameters were as follows: 10 short
chains (visiting 21,000 genealogies and sampling 1,000 per
chain) and 3 long chains (visiting 201,000 genealogies and
sampling 10,000 per long chain). To guarantee better mixing
of the MCMC searches, adaptive heating with four temperatures and combination over ten replicate runs were employed. Start parameters were obtained from FST estimates.
Phylogenetic Analysis
A Plasmodium tree was reconstructed for use in cophylogeny mapping from mt genome sequences (eight
species) or cytochrome b sequences (Escalante et al.
1998) when the entire mt genome was not available. The
tree was inferred with ML as implemented in PAUP
v4.0b10 (Swofford 1998) and with Bayesian inference
(BI) in MrBayes v3.0b4 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist
2001). The general time-reversal substitution model with
a proportion of invariable sites and a gamma distribution
of rate variation among sites (GTR 1 I 1 C model) was
chosen based on LRTs (Posada and Crandall 1998). For
BI, model parameters were optimized separately for each
partition (three genes, ribosomal RNA). We conducted
two independent runs of the Markov chain at four temperatures (three ‘‘heated’’) for one million generations, sampling every 100 generations. The two runs converged on
similar log-likelihood scores and reached stationarity by
100,000 generations. After discarding the first 1,000 trees
from each analysis, the remaining samples were combined
to generate a 50% majority consensus tree, with the percentage of samples recovering a clade representing that clade’s
posterior probability. The primate host tree was adopted
from Page and Goodman (2001).
Cophylogeny Mapping of Malaria Parasites and
Their Primate Hosts
We used cophylogeny mapping (Charleston 1998)
as implemented in TreeMap v2.0 (Charleston and Page
2002) to compare alternative hypotheses about the origin
of P. vivax. This approach accommodates noncodivergent
events (NCEs) such as host switching, parasite lineage duplication within a host, and parasite lineage loss and is
guaranteed to recover all potentially Pareto-optimal reconciliations of the host and parasite trees given a certain
weighting scheme. (Charleston 2003). We used the default
weighting scheme of codivergence 5 0 and NCEs 5 1.
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Table 1
Bayesian Estimates of Population Size and TMRCA Under Four Different Demographic Models
Demographic Model and Its Equation
Constant (Nt 5 N0)
Expansion
(Nt 5 N0 f[1 1 a]/[1 1 a " exp(!rt)]g)
Exponential (Nt 5 N0 " exp(!rt))
Logistic
(Nt 5 N0 f[1 1 c]/[1 1 c " exp(!rt)]g)

Current Population Size, N0

TMRCA (years)
186,000 (121,000–265,000)

587,000 (435,000–761,000)

Mean
Log-likelihood

AIC
Score

!11269.7

22551.4

182,000 (116,000–263,000)
82,400 (53,000–117,000)

599,000 (428,000–788,000)
2,594,000 (1,146,000–5,227,000)

!11269.1
!11290.1

22554.2
22594.2

87,400 (54,000–134,000)

4,345,000 (731,000–426,600,000)

!11286.1

22588.2

NOTE.—Parameter estimates are median posterior density values. Confidence intervals in parentheses are highest posterior density intervals. AIC 5 !2ln(L) 1 2q,
where q is the number of model parameters.

For each reconciliation, the parasite tree was randomized
100 times to test the null hypothesis that the actual parasite
tree is no more congruent with the host tree than randomized parasite trees. Due to memory constraints, we were unable to conduct all randomizations on the total data set. We
therefore removed the Presbytis host lineage. We ran
the analysis three additional times adding in one of the
Presbytis-parasite associations each time to test whether
removing Presbytis had any effect on our main conclusions.
Cophylogenetic mapping requires fully resolved phylogenies; we therefore ran the program several times with different arrangements of poorly supported branches to test
whether this altered our main conclusions. Parasites associated with multiple hosts were treated as monophyletic
clades with zero-length branches.
Estimating the Most Recent Common Ancestor
A Bayesian coalescent framework was used to estimate the time to the most recent common ancestor
(TMRCA) and current effective population size for P. vivax
(Drummond and Rambaut 2003). Preliminary analysis suggested the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano substitution model
with a gamma distribution of rate variation among sites
(HKY-C model) provided the best fit to the within–P. vivax
data. We estimated a mutation rate for inclusion in the analysis from closely related Plasmodium species for which we
had the complete mtDNA sequence (P. gonderi, P. sp.
(mandrill), P. simiovale, and P. cynomolgi), using host
divergence time to calibrate rates. For the Macaca–other
Papionina (including Cercocebus) branch point, we used
the previously reported divergence time of 6.8–7.0 MYA
(Page and Goodman 2001). Two assumptions are implicit
in this approach: codivergence of parasite and host lineages
and similar mutation rates among parasite species. The first
assumption is supported by cophylogeny mapping (see
below). We tested the second assumption using Tajima’s
relative rates test (Tajima 1993).
We also estimated the parameters of four models of
population growth for inclusion in the Bayesian analysis:
constant size, exponential growth, expansion growth, and
logistic growth (see table 1 for equations). Two MCMC
searches were performed in BEAST v1.1.2 (Drummond
and Rambaut 2003) under each demographic model, and
convergence was monitored using measures of effective
sample size. The initial 10% of each run was discarded.
Model fit was assessed by comparing Akaike information

criterion (AIC) scores and coalescent likelihood distributions for each model.
Results
Worldwide mt Genome Diversity
We identify 71 single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and one microsatellite size polymorphism (Supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online). The
microsatellite was not included in subsequent population
analyses. Fifty of the 71 SNPs are in the three proteincoding genes, cytochrome oxidase III (cox 3) having 16
(7 synonymous), cytochrome oxidase I (cox 1) having
20 (11 synonymous), and cytochrome b (cytb) having 14
(7 synonymous). The parasite populations in Melanesia,
SE Asia, and India appear to be more diverse than those
in Africa and the New World when measured both in terms
of nucleotide diversity (p) and theta (h) (Supplementary
table 4, Supplementary Material online).
Tests of positive selection in the protein-coding genes
did not reject null models in favor of those allowing for positively selected sites, suggesting a lack of sites under diversifying selection (Supplementary table 5, Supplementary
Material online). Although analysis of gene conversion
in LDhat indicated low levels of recombination for the
SE Asian population (c 5 3, P 5 0.005), GENECONV
did not detect any putative recombination events, nor
did we find a correlation between linkage disequilibrium
and physical distance between polymorphic sites for any
of the geographical populations (Supplementary table 6,
Supplementary Material online). The P. vivax mt genome
appears to be evolving at a relatively constant rate among
isolates (LRT: v2 5 77.4220, df 5 68; P . 0.05).
Ancestral Haplotype Estimates and Network Structure
The P. vivax haplotype network is considerably more
complex than that of P. falciparum, another human malaria
(Joy et al. 2003). For example, although haplotypes show
geographic clustering, there are exceptions, most notably
China (with two clusters) and SE Asia, found throughout
the network (fig. 1). New World P. vivax isolates, are
not genetically distinct from Old World isolates nor is
P. simium most closely related to Old World P. vivax
(fig. 1) as has previously been reported (Li et al. 2001).
Reminiscent of the low diversity in New World P. falciparum, our New World P. vivax sample comprises only five
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FIG. 2.—Migration among geographical regions (expressed as number of migrants per generation [2Nm] exchanged between geographic
populations and estimated in MIGRATE 1.7.6). Only migration rates
.1 are shown.

FIG. 1.—Minimum spanning haplotype network of the mt genome
sequences showing genetic relationships among 145 Plasmodium vivax
isolates. Each line represents one mutational step. Circle size is proportional to haplotype frequency. Black dots are hypothetical missing intermediates. Blue, Africa; light green, Central America; dark green, South
America; red, SE Asia; orange, India; yellow, China; purple, Melanesia.
Haplotypes cluster loosely by geographic region. Plasmodium simium
clusters with South and Central American isolates. Number indicates haplotype with the highest root probability.

is most closely related to the P. vivax–P. simium clade or
which parasite is ancestral, consistent with previous phylogenetic studies based on the cytochrome b gene (Escalante
et al. 1998; Perkins and Schall 2002). However, analysis of
two nuclear and one plastid gene supports Plasmodium
fieldi as the ancestral lineage within the Asian parasite clade
(Escalante et al. 2005). The sister group to the Asian clade
consists of African mangabey and mandrill parasites,
P. gonderi and P. sp. (mandrill), and this relationship is
strongly supported by both bootstrap replicates (90%)
and posterior probabilities (.0.95) (fig. 3A).
Host Switch from Asian Monkeys to Humans

haplotypes, three of which were found at low frequencies.
Haplotype 3 had the highest outgroup probability (0.121;
Supplementary table 7, Supplementary Material online)
and is the most widespread, having been collected from
India (63%), Africa (25%), SE Asia (6%), and Central
America (6%). This haplotype forms the center of a starlike structure (fig. 1) indicative of population expansion
or possibly migration.
Elevated Migration Rates from Asia to Africa
The highest migration estimate was from India to
Africa (fig. 2). In contrast, we detected no discernable
migration out of Africa. Applying this information to the
haplotype network suggests that the broadly distributed
and potentially oldest haplotype 3 most likely originated
in India, not Africa (fig. 1). Two other regions, SE Asia
and Melanesia, also showed migration into Africa. In general, migration was not symmetric between regions with
the exception of SE Asia and Melanesia (LRT: v2 5
0.8040; df 5 2; P 5 0.6689). The New World showed
the most isolation, with only very low rates of migration
from SE Asia detected.
Plasmodium vivax is Closely Related to
Asian Primate Malarias
ML and BI phylogenetic analyses of the mt genome
(seven species) combined with previously collected cytochrome b sequences (six species) (Escalante et al. 1998)
confirms the closeness of P. vivax and P. simium and their
placement within an Asian parasite clade (fig. 3A). Most
branch lengths within this clade are short and poorly supported, such that it is not possible to discern which species

Several earlier attempts to reconstruct the coevolutionary history of primates and their malaria parasites have
been made based on relationships among the hosts
(Garnham 1963; Waters, Higgins, and McCutchan 1993;
Coatney et al. 2003); however, as some of these authors
have noted, the geographic distribution of parasites and
the large evolutionary distances among some primate hosts
do not suggest a simple codivergence scenario (fig. 3A). We
detected a complex history of host-parasite associations including several host switches. The two solutions with the
minimum number of NCEs were also the only solutions that
were significantly more congruent than random trees (P ,
0.01, standard error # 0.00705) (fig. 3B). The inclusion of
the Presbytis lineage did not alter these conclusions (Supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). The origin of P. vivax is inferred in both solutions as beginning
with a host switch from Macaca, but the recipient host
is either (1) humans (Asian origin) or (2) New World monkeys followed by a second switch to humans (New World
origin) (fig. 3C). We reject the second scenario on the
grounds that Old and New World monkeys split from each
other around 35 MYA (Schrago and Russo 2003), much
earlier than the estimated age of P. vivax. Additionally,
low genetic diversity and lack of emigration argue against
a New World P. vivax origin. Our data agree with previous
reports, based on ecologic and historic grounds (Coatney
et al. 2003), that the genetic similarities between P. vivax
and P. simium are the result of a recent lateral transfer from
humans to New World monkeys.
Hylobates, Presbytis, Macaca, and Homo all are
believed to have originated in Africa and subsequently
migrated to Asia (Stewart and Disotell 1998). Thus, any
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FIG. 3.—Cophylogeny mapping of primate hosts and their malaria parasites. (A) Tanglegram illustrating host-parasite associations. Associated taxa
are joined by gray lines. Bold branches indicate posterior probabilities .0.95 and bootstrap values .80%. The parasite ML tree was inferred from the
complete mt genome when available (Plasmodium reichenowi, Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium cynomolgi, Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium
simiovale, Plasmodium simium, Plasmodium gonderi, and Plasmodium georgesi) or from the mt cytochrome b gene when the complete mt genome
was not available (Escalante et al. 1998). The host tree is adapted from Page and Goodman (2001). An ‘‘*’’ demarcates the Asian parasite clade.
(B) Frequency distribution of significance values for all potentially optimal reconstructions of the primate-parasite trees. For each reconstruction (n 5 25)
the parasite tree was randomized 100 times to test the null hypothesis that the actual parasite tree is no more congruent with the host tree than random
trees. (C) An overlay of the two reconstructions with P , 0.01. Dashed lines illustrate an alternative host switch pattern for P. vivax, representing the only
difference between the two reconstructions (see text for details). Solid circles, codivergence; open circles followed by arrows, host switch; open squares,
duplication within a host. Parasite names are as follows: Pfa, P. falciparum; Pre, P. reichenowi; Pov, Plasmodium ovale; Pma, Plasmodium malariae; Psi,
simium; Pvi, P. vivax; Pso, P. simiovale; Pcy, P. cynomolgi; Phy, Plasmodium hylobates; Pin, Plasmodium inui; Pkn, Plasmodium knowlesi; Pfi, Plasmodium fieldi; Psp, Plasmodium sp. (mandrill) and Pgo, P. gonderi.

one of them could potentially have introduced primate
malaria into Asia. Cophylogeny mapping favors a scenario
in which primate malaria was introduced by macaque
monkeys. However, because Presbytis was excluded from
the mapping due to memory constraints, we cannot rule out
this lineage either (but see Supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online). Host switches from Macaca to
Hylobates and humans were inferred on the solutions with
minimum NCEs and significant congruence (fig. 3). Within
the Macaca, four duplication events were also inferred. We
interpreted these as likely codivergences because the Macaca lineage in our analysis consists of eight macaque species.
We agree with previous authors that the macaque radiation
provides a potential mechanism for the radiation of primate
malaria parasites (Escalante et al. 1998; Coatney et al.
2003). Short branches within the Asian parasite clade

may indicate rapid speciation and are therefore consistent
with cospeciation during the macaque radiation. Fossil
and molecular genetic evidences place the start of the
macaque radiation in Asia at ,4.9 MYA (Delson 1980;
Tosi, Morales, and Melnick 2003).
Estimated Timing of Host Switch to Humans
Tajima’s relative rates test did not reject the molecular
clock hypothesis for P. vivax and closely related species
(out-group P. gonderi: v2 5 1.85; P 5 0.174; out-group
P. sp. (mandrill): v2 5 0.17; P 5 0.680), allowing us to
estimate a mutation rate for inclusion in the Bayesian analysis. The mutation rate estimate was 5.07 3 10!9 (standard deviation 6 5.73 3 10!10) nucleotide substitutions/site/year.
Among the demographic models tested for inclusion in the
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FIG. 4.—Bayesian estimates of TMRCA under constant size and
exponential growth models. (A) Marginal posterior distribution of Plasmodium vivax TMRCA. (B) Coalescent likelihood distribution for each model.

Bayesian analysis, expansion and logistic growth showed
no significant improvement over the simpler constant size
and exponential growth models, suggesting a lack of
power in our data to estimate the additional parameters
in the more complex models. The marginal posterior distributions of the TMRCA under constant size and exponential growth as well as the coalescent likelihood
distribution associated with these models are shown in
figure 4. Although AIC scores suggest that constant size
is a better fit than exponential growth (table 1) it is clear
from figure 4B that there is extensive overlap between
the likelihood distributions of the two models, suggesting
that neither model presents a definitively better fit to our
data. This conservatively gives a maximum TMRCA
range of 53,000–265,000 years (table 1). Our estimate
is older than the ;10,000 years recently proposed based
on genomic microsatellites and TR (Leclerc et al. 2004),
but overlaps with estimates from Escalante et al. (2005).
Discussion
Our study provides several lines of evidence in support
of an Asian origin for P. vivax: (1) haplotype network
outgroup probabilities suggest that haplotype 3, primarily
from India and Africa, is the oldest, (2) historic migration
patterns show high migration from India to Africa but not
the reverse, and (3) cophylogeny mapping supports a host

switch from Asian macaque monkeys to humans. Additionally, the possibility that P. vivax is a zoonosis from Asian
monkeys is bolstered by the observation that Plasmodium
knowlesi, an Asian macaque malaria, also infects humans
under conditions of natural transmission (Chin et al.
1965; Singh et al. 2004).
Our TMRCA estimate is consistent with an Asian
origin but does not exclude the possibility of an African
one. Due to the low number of polymorphisms in the mt
genome, we were not able to precisely estimate a TMRCA
for P. vivax, although a minimum cutoff of 53,000 years
is strongly supported. There is some evidence that modern
humans were in Asia at this time (Shen et al. 2002) though
the issue remains controversial (Jin and Su 2000). A
selective sweep of the Duffy-negative allele in Africa is
estimated to have occurred 33 3 103 years B.P. (95% confidence interval, 97 3 103 to 6 3 103 years B.P.) (Hamblin
and Di Rienzo 2000), although more recent estimates have
also been proposed (Seixas, Ferrand, and Rocha 2002).
Thus, the timing of the selective sweep does not negate
a possible Asian origin for P. vivax. However, Duffy negativity is a homozygous trait and therefore the period of
selection leading up to the sweep would have been considerable, in turn suggesting that P. vivax must have been in
Africa for an extended period as well (Carter 2003). But a
prolonged association between P. vivax and Africans would
only be necessary if P. vivax were the sole selective agent.
Alternatively, preexisting FY 3 Bnull alleles may have prevented the establishment of P. vivax in Africa to begin with
(Livingstone 1984), or precipitated a selective sweep once
P. vivax arrived. The Duffy blood group antigen functions
as a receptor for chemokines, including interleukin 8, and
has melanoma growth-stimulatory activity (Horuk et al.
1993), all of which suggests that factors other than
P. vivax may have exerted selection pressure on this locus.
Not all primate malarias were available for this study.
In particular, the phylogenetic placement of Plasmodium
schwetzi, a parasite of African Great Apes, is unknown.
It has been proposed as a close relative of either P. vivax
(Garnham 1966) or Plasmodium ovale (Coatney et al.
2003) based on morphology and other biologic characteristics. Resolution of this question will no doubt provide insight regarding the relationships among Asian and African
malaria parasites. Nonetheless, our study provides compelling evidence that P. vivax became a human parasite via
a host switch from Asian macaques.
Supplementary Material
The sequences reported in this paper have been
deposited in the GenBank database (accession numbers
AY791517–AY791692 and AY800108–AY800112). Supplementary tables 1–7 and Supplementary figure 1 are
available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online
(http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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